It is modified matrix of anatase in turn of the thermal and laser treatments. The dependence of Gibbs energy change of the intercalation reaction of lithium with the guest load degree change was analyzed. Laser irradiation turned out to increase twice the value of maximum lithium "guest" loading, constricting heterophase area and changing contrarily concentration genesis of temperature dependence of entropy of lithium dilution.
INTRODUCTION
Transition metal oxides are promising electrode materials in advanced high-energy density batteries. The performance of an electrode depends on its ability to intercalate lithium reversibly into the host lattice. The transition metal oxides have open structures capable of accommodating guest ions and a flexible electronic structure which can accommodate donated electrons and provide sufficient ionic and electronic conductivity. One material which promises excellent properties for technological use as an electrode material in lithium batteries is anatase.
Nowadays, the problem of increasing power generation per unit mass and unit volume of a power source active substance is of paramount importance. The transition to nanosize of particles of cathode active material, which participate in Li + -intercalation current generating reaction, is one of the most effective methods to solve this problem [1, 2] . However, the problem of the possibility of ensuring essential increase of specific capacity in cathode process remains unsolved yet. Therefore, the aim of this work is an attempt to solve this problem.
METHODS OF SAMPLES MANUFACTURING AND ANALYSIS
The solution of the set problem with taking into account the necessity of ensuring a high concentration of guest positions should be searched in the choice of such technique of modifications which could enable us to control defects caused by growth (they can become additional guest positions as well) and impurity subsystem, with the necessary topology of energy levels in the gap.
Anatase was modified in vacuum 10 -6 Pa at temperature 500 and 700°С during 1 h. Laser modification of nanodispersed anatase caused by action of laser irradiation (τі = 15 ns λ = 1.06 μm) with pulse energy 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 J (duration of exposure to 5 min). For electrochemical investigations, electrodes with the area of 0.5 cm² on Ni substrate were formed. The electrode consisted of titanium dioxide powder, acetylene black as a conductive admixture and the binding agent, in the mass proportion of 85%:10%:5%. The mass of nanodispersed titanium dioxide did not exceed 3 mg. Thermodynamic electrochemical laws of lithium intercalation have been investigated in a three-electrode cell with one-mole solution of LiBF4 in γ°-butyrolactone, a lithium electrode, and a lithium reference electrode.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The "guest" load degree and specific capacity is given in Table 1 . In order to ascertain the degree of correlation between energy topology of impurity subsystem and the process of Li + -intercalation current generation, thermodynamical investigations according to EMF technique [3] were carried out. The results of the analysis of the behavior of Gibbs' energy change ΔG(x) as function of the guest load degree for both materials are given in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that the magnitude of the degree of guest load increases for modified anatase under discharge down to the voltage of 1.5 V, as compared to original anatase.
The following equation can help to understand the process [4, 5] :
where ΔG(x) is the change of the Gibbs energy of the reaction, e is the charge of electron, E is the electromotive force of the reaction, µi(x) is the chemical potential of the lithium insertion into the host structure, µ0 is the chemical potential of lithium in the metallic lithium anode, x is the number of lithium atoms per unit of the host material according to the formula. From the point of view of the thermodynamics of the Li+-intercalation current generation and according to equation (1) , such transition means a change in the behaviour of µi(x). Its dependence on the degree of guest load x can be represented by the equation [6] :
Here k is the Boltzmann constant, N is the number of the nearest neighbouring places, ω is the energy of interaction of inserted guest components, EF is the position of the Fermi level, C is the distance between the layers, L is the coefficient which is determined by the Lennard-Jones potential function, E0 is the bonding energy between intercalated atoms and matrix layers. It is evident that the change in µi(x) causes a change in the structure of the discharge curve.
